West London Waste Authority
Wedding Dress Competition Terms and Conditions

1. You must be a West London Waste resident living in the borough of Brent, Ealing, Harrow, Hillingdon, Hounslow or Richmond.

2. Entrance into the competition is through a TRAID Home Collection, where your postcode will be checked for residency. Bookings for Home Collections can be made through at: https://TRAID.org.uk/clothes-donations/book-a-collection/ or call 020 8733 2595 only.

3. Only bookings where collections are completed and textiles are collected (in accordance to TRAID’s minimum booking requirements) will be entered into the competition.

4. You can enter as many times as you like throughout the competition period from 23rd April 2019 to 22nd September 2019 (you must still meet TRAID’s requirements for a Home Collection such as minimum one bag of clothes/shoes per collection). Entries will not be accepted after the competition period.

5. The TRAID Home Collection must be booked latest on the day of the 22nd September 2019, however the actual collection can take place after this date but before the end of October 2019.

6. One can only enter under personal interest but not for commercial purposes.

7. Only collections booked within the period of 23rd April 2019 to the 22nd September 2019 will be accepted.

8. Winner will be announced following the last TRAID booking being collected, in the month of November 2019.

9. By entering the competition you agree to be contacted by West London Waste Authority if you are the winner

10. When booking the collection you must tick the box confirming entry into the competition (online) or state you would like to enter the competition on the phone at the time of booking.

11. By ticking the box or asking to enter the competition, you are agreeing for TRAID to share your data with West London Waste Authority (WLWA), for the purposes of this competition and to be added to the WLWA newsletter only. You may unsubscribe at any time to this newsletter. All data held by TRAID and WLWA is in accordance with GDPR.

12. Sharing a post on social media (Facebook, Instagram or Twitter) will entitle you an extra entry to the competition

13. When sharing your post of the TRAID Home Collection on social media (Facebook, Instagram or Twitter) West London Waste Authority must be tagged through the following handles to comply:
   a. Facebook: @westlondonwaste or @getswishing
   b. Twitter: @westlondonwaste
   c. Instagram: @getswishing

14. Entrants must be willing to be photographed in the dress and be briefly interviewed if they win.

15. Attendance to the VIP event will warrant an additional entry to the competition (this will mean their name is either entered twice or three times, if a social media post was shared).

The wedding dress will be inspected before it is given out for defaults, however once the dress has been handed over to the competition winner, West London Waste hold no responsibility for the wedding dress.
17. The dress is made in a standard size 12 fit, the winner is financially liable if the dress needs altering.

18. The upcycled wedding dress is a unique, one-off piece beautifully created by E & W couture with a RRP cost at £3000.

19. The dress is made up of sample fabric from Arcadia and donated wedding dresses from TRAID and is 100% upcycled from these two sources.